NC Emergency Preparedness Alliance

Agenda
10:00 AM June 25, 2016

LADWP Building
111 N. Hope Street, Los Angeles
On Hope between 1st Street and Temple Street

Google Map Link
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=111+n.+hope+street,+los+angeles,+ca&spn=0.031682,0.058545&hl=en
(The closest Metro station is the Civic Center stop on Hill St between Temple and 1st streets)

1. Review
   5 Steps program
   This is what the city wants to be the basis of EP
   EMD is considering customizing the program for smaller areas – how can NCs help?

   CERT
   Basic training
   Advanced training
   How many have taken it
   How can NCs help inventory CERT trained individuals
   County or other training opportunities

   EMCOM
   ACS - LAFD
   DCS - LASD
   ARES - ARRL
   Notify LA

   How to organize
   By NC area
   By city council area
   Copy the LAPD, LAFD and EMD bureau plan

2. What do we know
   Until now there has been a failure of official communications with NCs and individual communities
   How do we help solve this?
How do we integrate NC training and organization into the city’s emergency preparedness plans?

3. Moving forward
   Creating a single, customizable plan for NCs EP
   Should that plan be all inclusive (CERT, EMCOM, etc) or an outline that can be filled in
   Should all NC plans incorporate certain essentials – If so which ones
   What city agencies are the most important for NC EP planning – How do we liaison with them

4. Emergency Operations Board
   Who are they
   Emergency preparedness committee
   Should NCs be at the table
   Emergency Preparedness Foundation

5. Future meetings and agenda items